Encourage the Flow State for Children’s
Optimal Learning

Allow a child’s self-chosen play to teach important lessons and
cultivate a love of learning.
Have you seen children focus so deeply that they lose themselves in a
task? This deep, energized focus, called “flow,” is increasingly considered the
optimal state for learning. Child-led learning opportunities readily entice
w deeply, which boosts their love for learning, their creativity
children to focus
and their well-being.
In her new book, Flow to Learn: A 52-Week Parent’s Guide to Recognize and
Support Your Child’s Flow State – the Optimal Condition for Learning (New
Learning Culture Publishing, March 27, 2020), author Carmen Viktoria
Gamper shares an uplifting, illustrated guide with 52 weeks of insights into
flow states, emotional support and practical suggestions to create inspiring
play and learning environments.
Flow to Learn invites parents to strengthen their children’s well-being and
love of learning. For parents who are at a loss for how to teach and entertain
their children during this time of COVID-19, they will gain tips for promoting
self-chosen, hands-on learning experiences in which their child can find flow.
Using practical advice and compassionate insights from child development,
psychology, and child-centered education, Flow to Learn brings the joy and
inspiration of learning in flow into families’ homes.
With 52 inspiring chapters to explore, parents will discover:
• How to set the stage for flow activities, including providing special
stations in the home and offering hands-on learning materials
• How flow prepares children emotionally and intellectually for
abstract thinking and problem-solving
• How to discover your child’s vibrant inner world and support them
through the ups and downs of childhood
• How to see children as guides to your own flow state to bring more
fun, meaning and purpose into your lives
Each week’s section offers two parts: reflections and information about flow,
and “Try This” suggestions for putting the ideas into action and facilitating
flow with children.
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“Children are masters
of flow: that state of
deep focus and
absorption that occurs
naturally during selfchosen play, where
each step flows
seamlessly into the
next. Time is forgotten,
and small and big
decisions are
continuously made in a
state of knowingness,
willingness to risk, to be
creative, and to
experiment.”
–Carmen Viktoria
Gamper

